Abstract. A contraction mapping is used to produce a semiconjugacy from a map T| with maximum at c, to an expanding unimodal map with maximum at c2 under the assumption that there is an interval J containing c, such that there is a one-to-one, order-preserving correspondence between the orbit of J under t, and the orbit of c2 under the expanding map.
Introduction. In [5] Milnor and Thurston prove the existence of semiconjugacies from a given piecewise monotonie map, t,, with growth number s > I, onto an (expanding) map of constant slope s. This semiconjugacy is exploited in [4] to get a "spectral decomposition" of the nonwandering set of such maps. In [1] it is shown that any piecewise monotonie map with unique itineraries can be used as a "model" for other piecewise monotonie maps with the same kneading sequence if the orbits of the various turning points are infinite and disjoint. All of the above rely heavily on the machinery of " kneading sequences" developed by Milnor and Thurston. In this note we consider expanding unimodal maps t2. Using simple function space methods we show that such maps are "models" for various classes of maps t, which possess a closed interval whose orbit is in a one-to-one, order-preserving correspondence with the orbit of the turning point of t2. (1) T, is piecewise monotonie but not necessarily continuous; i.e. there exists a point 0 < c, < 1 such that t, is nondecreasing on [0, cx] and nonincreasing on [c,, 1].
(2) t2 is unimodal, continuous, and expanding; i.e. t2 is strictly increasing on [0, c2] and strictly decreasing on [c2,1] and in addition there exists a constant A > 1 such that \t2(x) -r2(y)\^ X\x -y\, for x and y in either subinterval. Also, we shall always have t2(0) = t2(1) = 0. Similarly the points t2(c2) are all distinct for i < n + k but r2+k(c2) = t2(c2). In either case we also assume (4)rÍ(J)<r{(J)^T¡(c2)<rf(c2).
There then exists a unique monotonically increasing map \p:
Proof. Let ¥ be the set of nondecreasing functions ^: [0,1] -> [0,1] such that \P(t'x(J)) = t2'(c2) for all /. Now ^ is a complete metric space when it is given the uniform metric. It is clearly nonempty because of (4). For \p E ty define T(\p) by Now for any x, ^(t,(x)) < \¡/(tx(cx)) = t2(c2) since \p is monotonie. Thus r2~x (i = 1,2) and therefore T(\p)(x) are defined. Moreover, T2~J(\p(rx(cx))) = t2",'(t2(c2)) = c2 for i = 1,2. Thus T^(cx) = c2. To check that T(\}<) E * notice that 7\» is monotone by construction since t, and t2 are piecewise monotone. To verify that T(\p)(TxjJ) = t2(c2), suppose, for example, that t,'(/)<c,.
Then T(4>)(tÍ(J)) = T£¡W{TÍ+i(J))) = t¿J(t2,+ 1(c2)). But t>(J) < c, « Ti%c2) < c2 by (4). Proof. The set G of continuous monotone functions in ¥ is closed and invariant under T. Thus it suffices to show that G is nonempty. That is we must show that the correspondence t[(J) h> r2(c2) extends to a continuous map on the closure of the union of the t/( J ). For then we can extend linearly on each complementary interval. Under condition (3') this is immediate. Under condition (3), it clearly suffices to show that for any point x such that T,"'(/)ti and T,m'(7)|x, the corresponding limits for the sequences {r2nk(c2)) and {t2"]*(c2)} are equal. That is, if we set A = limA-00 t2"*(c2) and B = lim^^ T2m*(c2), then/I = B.
Suppose A < B and / = [A, B]. If c2 G t2"(7) for « = 0,1,2,..., then the length of t2" (7) is greater or equal to A" times length of / (condition (2)). This is clearly impossible and so we may suppose that c2 G t2(I), k -0,1,... ,n -1, and c2 E r2(I). Therefore t2"|/ is a homeomorphism. Suppose for définiteness that it is increasing. Then r2+"k(c2) increases to r2(A) and t2" + "'*(c2) decreases to t2"(£) (for large k) where t2(A) < c2 < t2(B). Therefore by (4) = B where A *£ c2 < B and we wish to show A = B. Assume A <c2 and let I = [A, c2]. As above we may assume that c2 does not belong to the interior of r2(I), k = 0,... ,n -1, and c2 belongs to the interior of t2"(/). Reasoning exactly as above, we conclude that t"(cx) = cx. This contradicts (3') and completes the proof.
Note. If t,(0) = t,(1) = 0, then the fixed point \p0 must have ^0(0) = 0 and 0(1) = 1. Thus in the above corollary t//0 is onto. Theorem 2. Suppose t,, t2 satisfy conditions (2), (3') and (4) of Theorem 1 but in place of piecewise monotonicity of ix we assume (V) t, is continuous with t,(x) < tx(cx) for all x and if J is the closed interval of condition (4) we assume that if t\(J) < t{(J) are adjacent (i.e. there is no k with t'x(J) < rx(J) < t{(J)), then t, maps the closed interval between rx'(J) and t/(/) onto the interval between t'x + x(J) andr{+x(J).
Then the conclusion of Corollary 1 holds.
Proof. The proof proceeds as in Theorem 1 except that we modify SP as follows: ty G 9 ** tp is continuous, \p(r[(J)) -r2(c2), and \p maps the closed interval bounded by the adjacent intervals r\(J) < r{(J) onto [t2(c2), r{(c2)\ We need only check that £(*) E *. If ^ G *, x G [0,1] then t,(x) < t,(c,) and so ^t,(x) < t2(c2) by 
